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Abstract: With new web applications rapid growth in size, the monolithic frontend 

approach has been increasingly challenged over the last years. The micro frontends 

concept has been proposed to match the architectural needs facing increasing complexity, 

e.g. for newly emerging cloud-native solutions. It provides function-level granularity and 

lets the developer adjust each process’s performance. In the majority of relevant cases for 

which the micro frontends paradigm is considered, the system should be migrated, or an 

existing monolith should be converted to new technologies, whereas, the scientific 

community mainly focuses on greenfield designs. In this paper, we validate the paradigm, 

with a case study, in the context of migration for enterprise information systems, in a multi-

vendor environment. Based on our analysis, we propose a method for the migration of 

frontend monoliths, along with guidelines and recommendations for future work. 
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1 Introduction 

Web interaction layers are crucial for rendering a feature-rich browser application. 

The service is deployed online through a pointer like a public web endpoint, 

serving a frontend as a target web application user interface. This layer’s code is 

growing bigger because some of the new logic implementation. The latest 

applications are behavior-driven; the frontend application may also contain some 

business logic. Concentrating on the frontend is reasonable because the 

administered components may affect the global usability of the product. 

Some frameworks and principles have been revealed to enhance its general 

effectiveness in recent years, like service composition and web services [1].       

The introduced concepts have delivered software elements for accomplishing the 

business needs based on technology, being controlled by different developers and 
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teams or organizations. Few of the designed architecture components have 

become legacy later because they are built on a deprecated technology or 

framework. 

In enterprise applications, typically, the components have been developed 

evolutionally. It implies that the applied frameworks have been replaced 

continuously. Modern software architectural concepts should sustain the 

coexisting of different approaches. Without a modern frontend framework, 

realizing such an outstanding frontend application involves additional 

complexities [2]. 

The monolithic strategy has been challenged in the last years. In an enterprise 

software system, the code-base can regularly be so huge that it is not maintainable. 

The first advances were the modularization and component-based solutions, 

leading to the service-oriented architecture paradigm [3], where e.g. [4] gives an 

overview. Recently it has evolved further to a micro-service or micro frontends 

architecture (Figure 1) for getting the dynamism of cloud computing [5]. 

 

Figure 1 

Evolution of architectures from the frontend point of view. Monolith – 3 layered – Micro-

services/SOA – Micro frontends. While systems are growing, it involves the growing diversity of 

technology. WS (Web Service), DB (Database), UI (User Interface). 

The current research examines an efficient monolith frontend migration strategy to 

the cloud by using a compound approach to find a cost-effective way to migrate 

the UI tier. 
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2 Frontend Approaches 

2.1 Micro-Services and Frontends 

Micro-services are getting more and more popular. Some corporations have 

preferred this architecture against the conventional monolithic one. Initially, this 

strategy was more or less restricted to backend services. It was intuitive, splitting 

the entire backend logic into miniature independent services. Each service is 

accessible through the API, realizing the REST principle. Although, a comparable 

breakdown had not proceeded with the frontend tier. 

The growth of the frontend was also commenced but barely on the code level. 

After server-side rendering, contemporary JavaScript-based frameworks were 

becoming popular. Nowadays, some organizations attempt to realize their Single 

Page Application (SPA) based software in their landscape, presenting a single 

HTML page with dynamically loaded page content [2]. 

In brief, the monolithic frontends survived, along with service-oriented 

architecture and micro-service backend design, where they were still generally 

used [6]. In that case, the backend was innovative, but the frontend tier remained 

conventional. The frontend code had not evolved; it used just the traditional 

modular strategy, a bright compilation of tiny applications. The deployment of a 

complex bundle was challenging as well. 

The micro-service architecture advantages are formulated, but why does the 

industry not use it on frontend projects [5]? It might have some positive 

consequences, producing the features of the same domain by a single team. 

However, there are still some dependencies between the frontend and backend.     

It makes it more complicated to discover a bug in the productive system if there is 

no transparent responsibility for the business domain’s set of features [6]. 

An uncomplicated solution to the dilemmas discussed above is the micro frontend 

design, which complements the micro-services architecture in the presentation 

layer. Each company has its resolution to this obstacle, using the equivalent 

principle as micro-services. They were directed to the same outcome while 

producing micro-apps using isolated endpoints; they experienced some positive 

attributes [5]. The isolated applications can be merged into a portal-like single 

page application as well. From the user perspective, it remains only one 

application, but architecturally, they are self-governing entries. 

By the micro frontends pattern, the frontend element synthesis is done in the 

client’s browser. Frontend services are implemented by the frontend (JavaScript) 

code; through the web applications, the backend services can be requested.        

The host application assembles the components as services, qualified only for the 

routing, component selection, and communication [7]. 
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2.2 Frontend Monolith 

As the brand-new web applications are getting bigger and bigger, it serves 

unusual, unique difficulties to the architects. For example, the monolith frontends 

may suffer performance issues because it is not a trivial task to fine-tune each 

unit’s performance. 

The deployment of such a big client bundle is also challenging since DevOps 

pipelines are not well supported by the monolith architecture [8]. Moreover, the 

reusability of each unit is also not irrelevant. As a result, the complexity remains 

high compared to the well-structured applications. 

The introduction of new technologies is not trivial in this landscape. Some parts 

must be reworked before a different element has been injected. The platform 

dependencies are potential bottlenecks in massive projects. 

2.3 Main Features of Micro Frontends 

The functional division has its benefits. The main one is scalability. This concept 

fits well into the latest cloud-native solutions [9]. A function can be scaled freely. 

The architecture remains on the frontend side as adjustable as on the backend side. 

A process with a more extraordinary load (request number) can take more extra 

resources by allocating more instances. It could be achieved in a “self-driving” 

manner through modern auto-scaling solutions [10]. 

The advantages of this pattern are identical to working with a cloud-native 

architecture. Each project can be managed by separate repositories (multi-repo 

approach) [11]. The separation, on the code level, establishes the final software 

structure. An arrangement by autonomous repositories makes it attainable to have 

a well-defined system in the organization [11]. A product could be developed in a 

flat structure; the teams can be systematized according to their business domains. 

Only a thin architect layer is obliged to define the direction of the entire 

application. It also decreases the business dependencies between teams. It has 

some privileges in grouping the functionalities by areas [6]. 

The deployment is also a necessary aspect. The micro frontends concept fits not 

only into cloud-native landscapes but also into DevOps philosophy [12].               

It promotes the more durable build and release cycles natively. The small chunks 

have another positive characteristic as well, more satisfying testability. Atomic 

automatized tests can be executed if the complexity is low. 

The application can handle different technologies (Figure 2), but the synthesis 

remains manageable. Each team is free to use its own preferences to formulate its 

unique user interface. From a product point of view, the implementation of each 

micro-app is hidden. The provided application does not depend on the built-in 

technologies. The micro apps are framework agnostic, but following some usual 

guidelines and naming conventions is advised for the complete picture. 
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Figure 2 

Frontend as a set of applications from different endpoints 

2.4 Micro Frontends in a Cloud-Native Environment 

Cloud-native solutions, like Kubernetes, provide their open-source container 

orchestration services [13]. Scaling and deploying the application is sufficient 

with multiple instances, allocating further resources for business-critical 

processes. This method actively supports the micro frontends theory because the 

well-defined granularity lets the orchestrator adjust each process’s performance. 

2.5 Drawbacks 

This approach with multi-repositories involves a complexity baseline.                

The communication between each micro application has overhead; the polyrepo is 

recommended only for huge enterprise solutions, providing the choice of organic 

evolution [11]. Because of built-in complexity, some expertise is required for the 

micro frontends. 

Debugging such an intricate and fragmented landscape is a complicated task.        

It may take time to locate a bug among dependencies, and they might easily get 

outsourced. Issues seldom occur during the authentication (single sign-on) 

mechanism because the creation of the tokens’ transportations can be problematic. 

Since current browsers could apparently handle several built-in applications on the 

same screen, it might suggest different logins claiming three authentication 

mechanisms. For fixing this issue, introducing the backend for the frontend (BFF) 

layer is recommended (Figure 3). BFF can regulate the backend API calls [14]. 
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Figure 3 

Backend for frontend pattern 

Standard guidelines are required. In a portal-like structure, the apps should follow 

the same design principles. Redundancy in the source code may occur because the 

framework elements and base controllers could be bundled together in each micro 

application. 

2.6 Domain-driven Approach 

Assume an application that has some sovereign functionalities. Despite having 

enough developers, it could be challenging to handle it. Providing the necessary 

business knowledge for each developer is a hurdle, but it is possible to organize 

the human resource according to business domains or architectural layers during 

the preparation. 

The micro frontends concept is a modern approach where teams own the feature 

sets of business areas. They are independent or loosely coupled, oriented by 

business domains and specialists. The teamwork is full-stack, affecting each layer, 

from the database until the user interface. 

The implementation is effective. The team can use the DevOps features at their 

full capacity [12]. The micro applications are detached; they may have their 

versions. The versions are independent of the other releases. The micro-app can be 

introduced individually. 

The procedure is matching well the agile methodology. Achieving in increments is 

also a potent compound with micro frontends architecture. The combination of 

new features or redesigning the traditional ones is feasible in tiny increments.   

This mixture continuously contributes business value through the project [15]. 
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3 Integration Techniques 

3.1 Multiple Endpoints 

The original approach of multiplied endpoints is not an imperative section of the 

micro frontends idea, but historically it is the main root and initial trigger.             

It means a set of applications, which live under different endpoints (for example, 

each route is provided by reverse proxy). This approach does not use the 

advantage of Single Page Application. After switching the route, complete side 

reloading is required. 

3.2 Iframes in a Single Page Application 

The first, native HTML5 based approach uses Iframes [16]. They can split a 

compact web application into smaller elements; the components get isolation and 

security by the Iframe. These parts are assembled into a frame-like formation. 

Currently, it is one of the most generally used solutions. It realizes the simple 

combination of technologies, by providing a certain degree of sovereignty among 

Iframes. 

Through its native API, communication between components is feasible. While 

providing separation, the event flow is also possible. The Event bus (like message 

queue) is the state-of-the-art recommendation for extending the communication 

between Iframes [16]. 

The usage of Iframes is not such a universal solution [7]. It can provide a remote 

endpoint as a built-in frame, but it is not such a flexible structure. Providing a 

responsive modern application requires some additional structures and 

complexities. The usage of other solutions based on the modern JavaScript 

frameworks is recommended because some unexpected issues may occur during 

the routing and navigation between Iframes [7]. 

3.3 Web Components 

Since 1995, JavaScript became the number one language of the web. Currently, 

the websites frequently use one of the three main JavaScript frameworks: Angular, 

React, and Vue [17]. Since enterprises frequently choose an Angular framework, 

its features as a web component supportive framework will be described. 

The Web Components concept is a standard by W3C; some modern browsers 

have already implemented it, providing a run-time integration possibility for the 

components [7]. The web component concept is the remote extension of the 

original components approach. According to the DRY (“Don’t Repeat Yourself”) 

principle, any web application can easily import the frontend components.        

This way, the entire frontend application can also be imported from diverse 
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remote locations; like serving a remote resource, the pieces are encapsulated apart 

from the host code. 

The User Interface components provider is a service, which is not just a 

conventional REST endpoint; it also publishes the required User Interface 

components. The web component can encapsulate various technologies and 

frameworks, as well. Through the provided UI component, the business logic is 

also available by calling the backend services. 

Since the web components use the browser API, some compatibility issues may 

occur [18]. It is not guaranteed to be compatible with all possible browsers. If too 

many components are imported from remote sources, some network performance 

issues may occur. Since the implementation may involve some complexities, 

popular UI frameworks are recommended, like Angular Elements [18]. 

By custom elements, each micro frontend service can be converted into 

components [6]. A published element is a reusable component with its CSS and 

JavaScript logic. It could be installed directly on the shell web application. Each 

team can develop its traits and declare them as a pure service. They can also be 

extended by lifecycle hooks, as call-backs. It is possible to assign properties to 

them. The events are triggered if DOM’s manipulation occurs. DOM (Document 

Object Model) means the abstract tree-like model of the HTML page, where the 

injected components are inserted or rendered. This technique includes some 

intercommunications with DOM; each element fits into the original DOM by 

using namespaces. 

If the micro applications are Angular applications, they can be pushed as angular 

libraries (like NodeJS modules) into a shared repository. The published modules 

can be loaded in a lazy loading manner to reduce network traffic [19]. 

4 General Frontend Migration Use-Case 

4.1 Problems with the Frontend Migration 

Enterprises try to realize efficiency gains by using cutting-edge technologies once 

they are mature enough to compensate for the attached efforts. A new frontend 

framework serves some advantages. It increases the user experience, making the 

developer’s work more efficient and effective [17]. 

Upgrading the existing landscape is challenging; it slows down the introduction of 

new business features. Some new functionalities can be restricted by technology 

constraints on the frontend side as well. Getting rid of legacy factors is never 

simple because they include complexity based on last years’ developments. Since 

the implementation is growing over the years based on new technologies, the 

complexity mirrors this trend because its volume is more significant.                 
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The migration use case was increasingly crucial for service-oriented concepts [4] 

and has gained further momentum nowadays [14]. 

In most cases, when the micro frontends pattern is under consideration, the system 

should be migrated, or the existing monolith should be converted to new 

technologies. This pattern allows continuous modernization by operating the 

legacy components until they have been replaced. 

The migration of monolith systems is not a trivial task. Some necessary backend 

services might belong to the frontend applications, not only strongly UI 

applications. One migration methodology fits well to the backend dependencies; 

another one might be better for the UI use-cases. Businesses need to be cost-

conscious. The migration to the cloud is managed cost-effectively. The migration 

to the new technology involves potentially cost-savings. 

Our research question targets the effective frontend migration strategy. Based on 

our literature research, the various frontend applications can be handled as a micro 

frontend portal. To identify the appropriate method for migration, we investigate 

the different approaches in the area of migration to synthesize a compound one for 

our use case. The applied strategy needs to improve the company's overall 

productivity. 

4.2 Proposed Solution 

At the beginning of the product lifecycle, a single frontend monolith method is a 

popular strategy. It’s suitable until the volume becomes too huge. After a critical 

size, the structure becomes a limitation; the development becomes unscalable.   

The introduction of modern cloud-based solutions could not cooperate with a 

frontend monolith. It involves some difficulties to the development. Domain 

separation presents independence for the developers. 

The preparation for the migration and transformation between the monolith and 

micro frontends should begin with identifying bounded contexts and domains.   

The domain-driven design is an undecayed approach for discovering monolith 

landscapes. It involves some code investigations as well. After the modeling of the 

AS-IS landscape, the granularity of the migration can be defined. The costs are 

critical because the granularity of the redesign is considerably influencing it. 

The commonly used migration strategies are mainly applied in cloud migration 

projects: lift-and-shift, re-platforming, refactoring [20]. Lift-and-shift is the most 

straightforward and cheapest strategy. State-of-the-art public cloud services can 

practically automate it. The combination with other techniques is also possible 

since the remaining two methods could be more effectively managed if the 

application is hosted by the cloud initially. The primary rehosting by lift-and-shift 

approach is a good milestone before the notable restructuration while using the 

public cloud services as soon as possible. The re-platforming involves a few 
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modifications on the application level as well. The cloud services frequently 

require at least a few changes on the application’s side, setting the necessary 

interfaces. The re-architecting necessitates an in-depth business review to fulfill 

the function and non-functional requirements. Since the reimplementation takes 

some time, the operation and implementation costs are higher. 

The migration is advised when the previous application turns too complex or 

architectural modernization is essential. The agile mindset is vital in cloud 

migration projects, bypassing the big bang implementation style. The Minimum 

Viable Product (MVP) milestone is a valid option for collecting the customers’ 

feedback. The migration projects strive to minimalize the expenses, pushing the 

lift and shift approach [21]. This could also be performed by re-platforming the 

original applications. The refactoring is costlier, but provides the option to use the 

serverless technology that makes it possible to hide the dependency of the servers 

by the services of the public cloud providers, providing a more affordable and 

productive usage of cloud computing. The contemporary design methods fit well 

in the event-driven logic. 

5 Frontend Migration Case-Study 

We will validate the applicability of the approach for migration in a case study.     

It is structured as proposed in [22] with the following sections: Situation Faced, 

Action Taken, Results Achieved, and Lessons Learned. 

5.1 Situation Faced 

According to the global decommission program, a particular location of a multi-

national company gets rid of the legacy software elements. This process has been 

made together with infrastructural modernization and cloudification. The demand 

is to migrate the legacy on-premise service-oriented architecture to the united 

micro-services-based architecture. The examined work-stream focuses on 

migrating the presentation layers to find an adequate way to migrate frontend 

monoliths. The existing monolith frontend applications should be reconstructed 

for a more stable usability. The outcome of the study is discussed in the following 

sections. 

During the migration, the critical measurement is the costs. A superior but costly 

solution can be achieved by reapplying each feature as a new project based on 

recent technologies. In real-world projects, the budget is restricted. Bound 

resources should realize the relative best technology level. It comprises some cost-

effective methodologies. 
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Based on the existing design documents, and architectural snapshot has been 

created for having an input for the migration (Figure 4). The architecture is high 

level, focuses only on the separation of layers and endpoints. 

 

Figure 4 

High-level enterprise AS-IS architecture. Each monolith frontend application has its backend for the 

frontend provider. Through middleware, the backend for the frontend layer can communicate with 

databases. On the database layer, some logic has been implemented. 

The system is service-oriented and on-premise. The service-broker middleware 

element provides the services. The backend functionalities are accessible through 

the backend for the frontend layer for consolidating the API. The migration of the 

backend part is not part of the scope, but the new frontend must connect to the 

legacy and new backend services. The original goal is the migration of the full set 

of business processes. Current research focuses only on the frontend; this paper 

will not describe the migration of the backend side. 

5.2 Action Taken: Target-Architecture Design 

The proposed target architecture will serve as a target solution for global technical 

requirements. The main requirement is cloud-nativeness for implementing a 

modern architecture in the location. The frontend layer needs to support and 

extend cloud-based approaches. The new architecture should be compatible with 

the guidelines and cost-effective as well. 

During the preparation, the potential approaches of the scientific literature have 

been investigated. The architectural guidelines already determined the set of 

concepts. The combination of a portal-like frontend as a collection of micro 
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applications has been chosen. The related proof of concepts has clarified the 

implementation details. 

Functionally, the applications are getting united. Owning only one application has 

a tremendous user experience and business value. The frontend codes are 

behavior-driven; they contain some JavaScript parts as well. However, it increases 

the complexity and the size of the bundle in the browser. Lazy-loading is 

necessary for satisfactory client-side performance. The required modules should 

be loaded if they are necessitated. Reusability is also a fundamental aspect; some 

frontend functionalities might be served directly to the various platforms. 

Previously discussed integration methodologies have already been reviewed: route 

level separation by reverse-proxy, Iframe, Web Components, Angular specific 

web-components implementation. For this business need and baseline 

architecture, the introduction of Angular-based web components serves potentially 

a robust solution. A Proof of Concept has proved this statement. It is possible to 

handle the existing applications as independent components by web components, 

but they are merged into a portal frame. Transformation of each element to web 

components is not challenging. Its micro frontend service can host this 

component. Each frontend service must provide the UI with the exact design 

requirements. The introduction of an ordinarily used framework or style is 

reasonable. 

The Angular framework is often used in enterprise-grade complex frontend 

solutions. Some organizations have built their application portfolio like islands, 

having separate web endpoints for each service or just navigating between them, 

but managing a massive monolith might be less productive. 

With micro frontends, merging the whole distributed application portfolio is 

conceivable by implementing a single portal for all purposes (Figure 5). 

Therefore, the research has been looking for the best option of merging some 

individual applications into one modern single-page application. 

First of all, the project manager should clarify the scope. The AS-IS architecture 

probably contains some legacy or deprecated elements. Over the years, some 

processes or components might be deprecated from a business perspective.        

The management can cut unnecessary costs by planning the migration precisely. 

The detailed plan contains the migration schedule of each dependency as well. 

Concerning scheduling, providing results as early as possible is essential.           

The migration must start with the core modules or the low complex ones.          

The minimal viable product involves some support from the management side. 

This approach is strongly supported by micro frontends architecture. By them, old 

on-premise applications and modern cloud-based ones can be served together in 

the same portal shell. At the early stage, the portal can publish the old on-premise 

applications; after each sprint, they can be replaced easily without effort. 
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Figure 5 

The proposed high-level target architecture in a cloud-native environment [13]. Each application 

provides its user interface. Each app is integrated into the portal frame. The applications can use the 

backend API through a consolidated gateway (Backend for frontend pattern). 

The Micro-services approach supports the usage of different technologies for each 

component. The simplest method is the implementation of web components. They 

created independent web components that can be easily injected into a Single Page 

Application Container [16]. 

For building such a system, some other dependencies are needed. The modern 

JavaScript ecosystem natively supports the implementation of micro frontends by 

web components. Each component is a different app; they listen to different ports. 

The Single Page Application Container (host or shell application) will merge and 

serve them as a single website. From the user perspective, the fragments seem to 

be a homogeneous web-application. 

Modern JavaScript frameworks can create components. They need to be 

encapsulated into web components, to publish them through the network.             

In Angular, the AppModule root module should export the whole (micro) 

application as a web component. In React and Vue, the implementation is a bit 

more complicated than in Angular, but each frequently used framework has its 

solution. Angular has another added benefit: Angular CLI supports the whole 

build – the deployment process natively. For other modern frameworks, some 

build and deployment tools are required, like webpack. 
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There are many possible ways to build micro frontends based portal applications. 

The most obvious choice is the usage of Web Components or Iframe with an event 

transmitting system. These native elements can fulfill this goal, but some 

bottlenecks may occur, like the poor communication between elements and code 

redundancy. For avoiding the weaknesses, some frameworks were introduced 

[17]. 

The Angular elements library was created for sharing components between 

applications; it provides simple integration for the micro frontends. Angular is a 

well-known product in the industry. It is a battle-tested solution from Google for 

enterprises because unknown open-source libraries and frameworks might contain 

some security vulnerabilities. A possible alternative of Angular Elements is the 

injection of Angular modules for reaching additional code-level features. In that 

case, both applications should use the Angular framework [19]. 

The cloud-native techniques are used to reach the cloud goals, based on a 

containerized infrastructure, not being dependent on a cloud provider. The cloud-

native deployment can be effectively supported by DevOps tools, serving the 

demand of high deployment frequency [12]. The migration tries to minimize the 

development costs, applying the lift-and-shift approach as many times as possible 

[21]. For the introduction of a container-based platform, the refinement of the 

modules is needed. The modules contain the backend for frontend (BBF) parts as 

well. In a frontend project, the BBF layer is mainly responsible for serving the 

frontend code and applying the authentication mechanism, transforming the 

middleware services into REST API. In our case, the processes’ refinement is just 

optional because the containers can be launched without any problems. 

The pages and applications should have the same design. The integration from the 

user perspective should be smooth. The inconsistencies might damage the 

customer’s satisfaction. In our case, the design of each application should be the 

same based on a shared library. The library provides common design elements and 

components. 

5.3 Results Achieved 

The current enterprise’s primary goals are cloud migration, merging frontend 

applications supporting a portal-like structure; each built-in application will be 

rendered in the same style. The migration is driven by cost optimization; it 

involves a low amount of resources for attaining the goals. 

The migration of frontend applications uses different migration strategies to 

combine lift-and-shift, re-platforming, and refactoring. Since the core backend 

services contain an inefficient and difficult code basis, the lift-and-shift strategy 

was the only option. Without the necessary expertise of the legacy services, their 

migration will be done at a later stage. The frontend application migration offers 

more extensive flexibility. Without much risk, the User Interface can be re-
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architected according to a different approach. It also gives the possibility to 

present functionally noticeable results directly to the end-user. 

Angular-based web components support the theory of micro frontends.             

The application can be bundled into a single JavaScript file, and each backend 

serves it for the frontend instance. The portal frame on the client-side can manage 

the provided applications like a native angular component, merging them, hide, or 

make them visible according to the client’s credentials. 

This architecture can use the cloud native’s full potential on the frontend side as 

well. The migration to cloud-based micro frontends architecture lessens the 

calculated operational costs in the above-discussed case. 

The accomplished proof of concept is built on Angular Elements web 

components. The elements are united into a portal structure. The main benefit of 

the polyrepo approach is separation. The idea extends the micro-services, 

providing a platform for accessing the old and new functionalities together. 

Strengths: 

 The newest Angular versions support the Ivy compiler; the generated 

components are reusable by other frameworks 

 Only the relevant apps are loaded in the portal frame 

 Independent repositories can manage the project. Repositories have their 

version number 

 Short deployment cycles 

 The flexibility of the structure 

 There are no compatibility problems with the frame’s Angular-based 

logic 

 The effort for the integration of the existing applications is reduced 

 Project security is improved, the repository access can be limited to the 

application, which is helpful in a multi-vendor environment 

 Applications can have their dependency versions 

 Legacy and modern can live together 

Weaknesses: 

 Some dependencies are redundant; each web component may include its 

own 

 Memory and the network load are higher because of redundant 

dependencies 

 Analysis of the issues is challenging because of dependencies 

 Merging the application’s frontend code into one bundle makes 

debugging challenging 
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Modifications made: 

 The applications are being embedded into an Angular shell application 

 Usage of shared libraries. They are registered in the global scope 

5.4 Lessons Learned 

The above-discussed proposal is a good fit for the migration use case. Current 

applications are behavior-driven, a huge code-base for complex business logic is 

demanding for the client and network. 

The containerization-based lift-and-shift approach provides a valid option for 

promptly migrating the core standard services, like having a suitable wrapper 

around the application. It gives a further granularization, after the central cloud re-

platform step since the lift-and-shift initially doesn’t reach the cloud-natives 

principal gains. Like breaking down the software into services and bigger units, 

several elementary modifications can serve the scalability. For the most cloud-

optimized result, strong refactoring is needed. 

The approach supports the incremental delivery natively, being a good 

combination with the agile paradigm. Having a flexible software structure is a real 

advantage. Old on-premise frontend applications can be integrated into a micro 

frontends frame as non-native components instead of navigating to a new tab in 

the browser. The legacy components can be replaced later by a native sub-

application if the feature has been migrated to the cloud. Resource constraints 

sometimes limit migration projects. The project manager needs to find the 

simplest solution for realizing the target. Part results and milestones are essential 

for getting the support of project sponsors. 

Conclusions and Future Work 

During our research, the polyrepo micro frontend solutions were investigated.   

The principal goal was to determine the optimal solution for our migration use 

case. For being cloud-native and having some separate applications on the 

frontend side, the implementation needs to follow the micro frontends pattern, 

with a polyrepo approach. This approach provides a run-time native integration in 

the browser. The cloud-native multi-instance environment can allocate additional 

resources to each process, giving a dynamic response to higher request quantities 

at any point of the designed system. This guarantees higher efficiency and lower 

costs. 

The case study presents an example of the potential use-case of the micro 

frontends pattern. In an enterprise, each application can be delivered by vendors. 

In a multi-vendor environment, each legacy app has its restricted know-how. If the 

target is a common standardized portal, the baseline diversity makes the designing 

troublesome. The micro frontends concept grants freedom for the implementation 

teams, but it has its obligations as well. The standardization of the UI design and 
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having a well-defined integration methodology is a necessity. The teams are 

limited to their domain by their own repository. It provides built-in security, in a 

multi-vendor environment. 

The web components have been used in the case study. For an enterprise-level 

Angular project with distinct teams, the micro frontends pattern should be 

considered. The benefits concerning the separation of applications could be 

helpful to migration and re-architecting projects. 

The concept of micro frontends is a business-oriented strategy. Business domains 

separate teams and applications. The members of each team are specialists. Since 

the micro frontends provide flexibility, each business need could be realized 

through the best fitting technology. 

The micro frontends pattern is used in industry, but still, there is room for 

improvement. Based on the careful evaluation of the state-of-the-art and the 

above-discussed case study, a new generic strategy could be introduced, for 

micro-frontends-based migration. 
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